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1 !OUTLINE OF RESEARCH 

In very general terms the problem is to dis

tinguish some factors associated with intellectual 

ability. The correlates sought were not thought to 

exist in any particular region but were sought merely as 

correlates 'per se 1 • This might be alternatively 

expressed by saying that this research was not started 

with any particular theory in mind. To quali.fy this last 

statement although no explicitly formulated theory was 

delineated it was presumed that both the background and 

the present quali.ties of a person join to form the likli

hood of a person succeeding at any given task. A third 

factor, in addition to "fihese two, enters into the problem. 

The third factor is the situation itself. In this case 

it was the university situation which for present purposes 

is fixed. Not only is the situation fixed at present but 
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ulso is objectively the same for r1.ll students, whether 

No doubt the subjective aspects 

arc of direct rclevancG in mc:.my situc:.tion::> but, in the 

int.erc8ts of simplic:Lty thEy lie outsicJc: the Ylla5n sco1Je of 

t.hi :::: stnc"1y. 

l-,Te confine our:::.cJ. ves then to tho;.:;c ru:::pccts 

Firstly thGrc can be a section 

of personal history or back-ground in which main results 

are tabulated "L'"-'-'c:!' ""· ::eries of standard headings. These 

i terns can then be subjected to some silnple nun-varametric 

sta.tistical technique. By this method one can make a 

re:::wonc-tbly objective uccount of tbe significont itCJi\S. 

Hoc,rcttabl;y this approach is little used yet. it seen1::; to 

y:i.eld tlw most prolific r·Gsul ts for the effort j_nvolved. 

lror us thi;:-~ is tb.e m85n ctrea of irrtc:cet::t. 

Uecondly there i.s tbe concern with present 

qt1C1,l it :l. c: 8. In both practice and uU_lJ ty tho most fruit-

ful way of approachins this aspect of the :problem seems 

to be through testing. perhaps the c:cudcst and conse-

qvently most acceptable dichotomy vJe conld formulate 

would be that of cocnitive Vs personality aspects. 

nearing in mind ~·7illioJ:l J-allles' fari1ous dictum on fusion 

vvc mi[:;;h t fru_i tfull:y try to assess the potency of each of 

these respective categories. 

By use of the outline above we may find certain 

factors to be related to academic ability but nt the 

stage of thi[> research they D~re better oxp:ressed as 

corrclc:te<:; only and little attempt will be ntc;,de to arrive 

D.t the ct::usative factors vvhich l!lCc.1:iate tl1esG col'rclates 
' 

should any be found to exist. 



2 l STATlllm~rT OF T!Ill I'RQBI,llM 

The problem of student selection is part of a 

more general problem in psychology, that of developing a 

predictive diagnostic instrument. one might, perhaps, 

fruitfully differentiate between two methods of approach. 

In one, one outlines the qualities that appear to be in

dispensable in student success, in the other one proceeds 

as do actuarial concerns (e.g. insurance companies) and 

extrapolate from previous history in order to make a 

probabilistic prediction. If one were able to unite the 

two approaches the result would, no doubt, be admirable, 

but at our present state of knowledge this seems not 

possible. This present study inclines more to the latter 

method of finding correlates of academic ability and attempt

ing to differentiate on the basis of background items. 

Little attempt is made to evidence the necessary qualities. 

The problem is then, how to develop a psycholog

ical diagnostic instrument that will predict success at the 

university without the necessity of vmi ting to see if the 



student is successful or not. 

Of the many students who enrol, for the first 

time, at university each year a few will become complete 

failures, a few outstanding successes and the majority, 

almost by definition, average. rt seems reasonable to 

encourage most, those students who are most likely to 

succeed in a university career but in the early part of 

their university life it is difficult to distinguish them 

from the rest of the student population. 
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This study proceeded on the assumption that there 

are probably items in a student's background that have 

prognostic value for university success. one might con

sider there to be two methods of approach to the problem of 

prognosis by signs (it may be seen that this is an alterna

tive way of dealing with the argument presented above). 

Firstly there is the point of view that any sign which 

predicts is, ipso facto, an explanation, for explanation 

implies prediction. Secondly there is the view that 

although one may have a diagnostic sign this sign may be 

mediated by anoth,er factor which is, itself, the important 

one. To ignore this unmentioned mediating factor is to 

fail to explain. Although the present writer inclines to 

the latter view, the former view is stressed in this study 

because it is in the nature of a new approacln. 

In surrumary then, the problem is to determine 

whether there are any indicators of university success, 

other than examination results, which may be used in the 

early stages to predict the type of university career a 

person is likely to have. Tests are a useful adjunct but 



in this study the emphasis is upon the background of the 

student. 
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3 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

prediction o~ ability, as Titchener said of 

psychology, has a long past and a short history. The 

long past goes back at least to Plato's Republic; the 

short history begins with the study of the new scientific 

methods, starting, perhaps, with Galton. 

It is the •short history• that is the major con

cern in this study, consonant with this it will be noted 
first 

that the/psychological publication quoted is that of Galton. 

Very roughly, the grouping in this review is a 

summary account of the British studies followed by one of 

the American studies. A rough approximation has been 

made to the chronology of publications but this has been 

waived in cases where greater continuity may be introduced 

by grouping certain studies together. 

British Studies 

The early history of John Stuart Mill provides 
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an excellent exrunple of the influence which it is possible 

for the parent to exert over the child. While the value 

of the ultimate effect may be questionable it is certain 

that the foundatt_on for J.S. Mill's later development were 

laid out by his father when the child was at a most impre

ssionable age. It is of course impossible to say along 

what lines J.S. Mill would have developed had he been sub

jected to a less rigorous teacher, but it does seem he 

felt a loyalty to his father's premisses that later pre

vented him from realising a wider and more consistent 

philosophy. Alas, in view of the fact that at the age of 

twenty, he had what appears to have been a nervous break-

down. rt is again possible that trLe intellectual 

acceleration was made at the expense of personality factors. 

In considering this parental influence tbe potential 

character of the child must be considered as well. J.S. 

Mill thoueht that any-one with same environment as he had 

could have done as well; but this is to discount all the 

individual differences of original nature. Catherine Cox 

has indicated that his I.Q. was in the region of 200. 

If this is a correct estimate then the modification of 

development caused by his early training does not seem 

of much importance. ( 25) ( 7) 

In 1859 Charles Darwin propounded the theory of 

evolution and natural selection. As an application of 

these ideas, his cousin Galton wrote "Hereditary Genius" 

ten years later. This was the pioneer study of the 

antecedents of intellectual superiority. Galton's aim 

was to study genius genetically through evolution, 

mathemetics, anthropology and eugenics. His results 
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showed that in general distinguished men are more likely to 

have distinguished sons than is the average individual. 

Following on from this in 1874 Galton examined, 

with broader purpose than in his previous book, the back

grounds of 180 of the most distinguished scientists in 

Great Britain. Information was collected by means of a 

circular sent to each individual. It was in the form of 

a questionnaire, and covered such topics as parentage, 

extent of religious persecution endured, originality or 

eccentricity of character, and the measurement of the 

circumference of the head. The main emphasis was on the 

double question, "Can you trace the origin of your inter

est in science in general, and in your particular branch 

of it? How far do you~ scientific traits appear to have 

been innate?" This latter question is cast in a form 

that partially suggests an answer. There seems to be an 

obvious bias. 

Some factors tend to be under emphasised, such 

as a favourable economic start, and man's potential modif

iability. It is still impossible to estimate the amount 

of talent which lies dormant t"hrough want of an economic 

or other stimulus. 

The results of questioning this group of scient

ists led Galton t0 state this conclusion; " •• my returns 

shovJ that men of science are not made by much teaching, 

but ratner by awakening their interests, encouraging their 

pursuits when at home, and leaving them to~· teach themselves 

continuously throughout life. Much teaching fills a youth 

with knowledge, but tends prematurely to satiate his 

appetite for more." (10) (11) 



Next follow the reports of two studies closer to 

home. At the University of Melbourne, Hohne is doing a 

continuous series of experiments on students, using the 

ACER test. He has reached the original conclusion that 

vigorous selection of students based upon refined tech

niques will have no significant effect upon the failure 

rate unless there a.re at the sarne time fundamental 

changes in the policy and practices of examiners. (16) 

In 1955 P.S. Burnhrun carried out a study at 

Canterbury University College, in which the Adult Test 

B40 ACER and the Scholastic Aptitude Test wer·e used. 

The experimental group was composed as follows; 

1. Art Students, N 62. 

2. COlmnerce Students, N 35. 

3. Engineering Students, N 28. 

4. .Science Students, N 30. 

The results showed that with each of these 

groups School Certificate correlated consistently higher 

with Stage 1 than did post primary average fifth and 

sixth form classes. The relationship was substantially 

higher in the cases of Engineering and Science than with 

Arts and Commerce. 

Compared with u.s. student~, the Canterbury 

part-time students' average was consistently lower. 

Nearly one third of the experimental group were part

time students. 

on a group of forty-eight sixth form boys, 

three of a bettery of seven Educational Aptitude Tests 

showed four different profile patterns. Burnham recomm-

9 

ends a choice from a variety of signs, for example a person 

intending to do an arts degree should have a reasonably 
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high tested verbal reasoning ability. (4) 

Some of t.t1~e work of p. E. Vernon is concerned 

with the eleven plus selection in Britain. In a recent 

study (32) Vernon makes the general points of criticism 

against the use of the Intelligence Quotient; that is, 

its failure to differentiate between innate and acquired 

ability, and its lack of theory. What is more important, 

he indicates that a greater degree of liaison between 

psychologists and the lay public is required. 

With all its faults, however, the use of tests 

is superior to the older metlhods in that it takes the 

exact age of the child into account, and is more com

pletely standardised, particularly in the marking. ]'or 

the borderline cases it seems that the use of essays might 

be an advantage. 

The consideration of primary school marks is 

sometimes helpful. But this system may suffer from the 

defects that it not only puts a strain on the teacher, but 

also allows for more personal and moral bias. perhaps 

even more important, it gives only a relative assessment 

within the school and therefore cannot be used for compar

ison with other schools. 

In borderline cases other tests may be used; for 

example, spatial, mechanical, interest and personality tests, 

and the inter-view and oral examination. 

Vernon concludes that the eleven plus leaves 

much to be desired, but he favours evolutionary rather than 

revolutionary change. As the system exists, selection 

should be done by persons with adequate psychological train

ing, and it should be acknowledged that precise classifica-
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tion is impossible. ( 32) 

Moving to the higher stages of education we con

sider the study of Elizabeth M. Gould and T.G. McComisky 

on the academic performance of Arts students at the Univer

sity of Edinburgh. A group of students numbering 674 was 

studied in relation to the level of attainment shown in 

their University Entrance Scottish Higher Leaving Certifi-

cate. At each extreme of the range a definite relation-

ship was found, but at the intermediate adjacent levels 

there appeared no point of statistically significant 

difference. 

The conclusions of tbis experiment led to the 

suggestj_on that selection should be based on a broader 

basj_s than the Scottish Senior Leaving Certificate. (13) 

In a study of non-intellectual correlates of 

success and failure among university students, J. Hopkins, 

N. Nlalleson, ::md I. Sarnoff compared two groups. The 

criterion of success was taken as graduation, with or 

without delay. The criterion of failure was having en

rolled for a degree course and left without completing 

it. The study was carried out at London. 

The results were as follows; 

1. There was a preponderence of failures from public 

and private schools. 

2. A significantly greater proportion of successful 

students had recej_ved grants. 

3. A significant number of the failures were children 

of parents who had attended public or private schools. 

4. A significant number of the failures• parents had 

"attended" university. 

5. A significant number of the failures• fathers were 



"top" business and professional men. 

6. A significant number of the failures said that their 

study was interfered with by health reasons. This is a 

conventional excuse, so the authors state. 
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1. A significant number of the failures were forced by 

parental pressure in choosing their subjects. Conversely, 

the graduates, (control group) chose their subjects because 

of interest and aptitude. 

8. The failures tended to make their career decisions 

earlier. (In consequence they were less likely to have a 

realistic and flexible approach to the matter.) 

9. A significant number of the failures reported that they 

had less confidence in their choice of a career. (This is 

consistent with number eight.) 

10. A significant number of the failures reported that they 

had little contact with the opposite sex. Similarly, fewer 

of the failed students married or were engaged while they 

were at the University. 

No significant difference was shown with Age, 

Religion, Number of siblings, Residence or extra curricula 

activities. 

This study is the one most like that undertaken 

in the present thesis. The student is considered not as 

an abstract entity, but in his background of social Eilld 

hereditary environment. That factors other than the sheer 

ability to pass exa~inations have an influence on the career 

of the student is here shown to be an important, if often 

overlooked, consideration in studying university success. (17) 

Of more relevance to N.Z. conditions is G.W. 

Parkyn's recent study. In Volume 1 of "Success and Failure 

at the University", Parkyn deals with academic performance 
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and the entrance standard. The report is almost entirely 

statistical. Mr. Parkyn 1 s intention in setting out the 

evidence in such detail is to enable others to draw their 

own conclusions, as he points out that the person chiefly 

responsible for carrying through an intensive research is 

in many ways. less well fitted than other people to inter

pret the findings accurately. 

The report is based on the performance of 4000 

intrrunural students taking Stage 1 units during 1955. A 

sub-division is made of those students in their first year, 

and those in advanced years. 

It is apparent from the results that the students 

in Stage 1 clasr,es displayed a considerable range of 

scholastic and intellectual ability on entering the Univer

sity, and that their performance at the Uni ve.rsi ty also 

showed a considerable range both in the number of units 

passed and in the quality of the work done. success und 

failure came from all over the range of ability, attainruent 

and qualification, though success did not come in equal 

proportions from every part of the range. 

The low correlations may be accountec1 for by low 

validity, low reliability and a restriction of the range due 

to the hie;hly selected nature of the sample. When a small 

range is maintc:dned it is much easj er to chanGe the order. 

The data presented may be expected to provide 

answers to three general que.stions. Is the entrance stand

ard too low? Would raising the entrance standard help? 

~<ilould an improvement in post primary education brine, about 

an improvement in the performance of university students? 

In considering the entrance standard, it is pointed 
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out thrtt the majority of students, both full o.nd part time, 

have the requisite ability for success. Success and 

failure came from all types of entrance, though University 

Scholarship students tend to do better <:md those on prov

isional matriculation worse, but not significantly so. 

Other factors must be taken into account, such as the 

difference in loo.ds, aptitud8, and study habits. Prior 

attainment accounts for about one third of the variance 

and is the bigG;ost single factor. In the case of part

time students circumstantial factors operate over tho whole 

range and seem to be important. If the rniniDmm load is 

changed then different patterns emerge. 

The next question considered is how far it would 

be possible to reduce the rate o:f failure by raising the 

entrance qualification. The difficulty here is in rnak.ing 

an accurate discrimination at the borderline. The con

clusion drcnm is that to improve tJ.1rough selection would be 

very wasteful under present knowledge of the circumstances. 

As far as improving performance through better 

schooling is concerned, it is considered that this would 

help a lot, but practical conside:,rations render it imposs

ible. In any case, a general impr . .ovement at the school 

leaving level would most likely have t11e effect of raising 

the standards required by the university. Specific 

failure within the group of entrants can therefore be 

expected to continue, unless the main causative factors, 

which appear ·~n:- be largely independent of scholastic 

ability, can be identified and controlled. 

In conclusjon, it is stated that the best method 

would seem to be either to se:Lect the best or to train the 

worst entrants. In the majority of cases, failure appears 
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to be brought about not by too low a standard of entrance, 

but rather by factors that hinder performrunce throughout 

the greatcoT part of the range of ability displayed by the 

students of stage 1 classes. 

It seems that a large proportion of actual 

failure is unnecessary, being neither inherent nor irrevoc

ably predetermined by the level of ability and attainment 

reached by the successful stude:n ts befoTe they e!fl tEr cd the 

university. The problem appears to be to discover what 

factors operate at the university level to prevent so many 

students from achieving what seems reasonable enough to ex

pect of them. These factors are not found in the previous 

schooling of the students, nor in the methods of entrance 

to the university, but rather in the lives and circum

stcmces of the students during the uni ver si ty years them

selLves. 

There appear to be two main kinds of factors. 

The first has to do with conditions of study, the most im

portant difference being that between full-time and part

time students. Also rel·evant here is the lack of an upper

sixth form ye~r, which may be damaging, particularly to the 

part-time student. The second kind of influence is the 

period in the late teens through which the student is most 

likely to be passing, and which is one of adjustment to many 

changes. These may play havoc with any p(['ediction of 

success and failure made previously. 

The most important causes of failure, it would 

seem, are tm be found in the day-to-day life and work of the 

students themsel~ves. Here the most effective action can be 

taken to improve the academic performance of the student. (21) 
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United states:C. Earlier Works ------
In 1922, workin;g with a large financial grant, 

L.M. Terman outlined the procedmres for the study of 1000 

gifted children. In opposition to Galton, he did not 

limit his field to the socially successful. But he did, 

with Galton, decry the "environment hypothesis". Although 

conceding that there were advantages in the cultural envir

onment of the majority of his "gifted" subjects, Terman 

believed that the formal educational experiences to which 

they were open were quite ordinary. 

Perhaps the greatest criticism of Terman's study 

is that his criterion of a gifted child is in terms of the 

intelligent quotient. 

In the summary of the first volume of his study, 

Terman noted the limitations of testin;g, and added that in 

most cases tbe precocity of the child was ma~ifest in such 

signs as the wealth of miscellaneous information and a desire 

to learn to read. Terman did not accept eminence as a 

criterion of genius, since it is frequently a product of 

fortuitous circumstances. (29) 

A few years after Terman began this study, a former 

pupil of his, Catfuerine Cox, carried out an exrunination of 

the early mental traits of 300 geniuses. In the editor-

ial preface to this second volume, Terman mentions that there 

is no compulsion on genius; it must be brought to fruit

ion. 

Catherine cox studied the existin£ biographical 

data concerning the childhood experiences and achievements 

of men of acknowledged genius, such as Mozart, Leibniz and 

Bacon. To the present writer this seems a curious 

approach in view of the previous statement that eminence is 
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not a criterion of genius. Various categories were made, 

such as the age of first reading and writing, when quest

ions were first asked, and at what stage the child learned 

to master concepts. This gave rise to the devising of a 

test which has been used with some success and is included 

in this study. On the basis of information collected in 

this way, judgements were made as to how far in advance of 

their age mates these children were. Approximate mental 

ages and intelligence quotients ·.were calculated for each 

genius. J.S. Mill, for example was estimated at about 

200 I. Q.. 

Three main conclusions were drawn. 

1. Yo~ths who achieve eminence havez in general.z._J..~l~ 

her~~it~ry_~!?.~!~~!~!:ag~_E::~~-1£l_~~~ri~E_~!~ta~~-in 

~ly_~~!!~~~!· 

2. X£~!~~who_~~~!~ve eminenc~-~-~!st!~gu!shed_!~-~~!!£-

ho~~-!?.~-£~ha!!~~E-~~!~~_!~~!~~!~~-~~ u~~~~!l_hi~~~Q. 
3. That all equally intelligent children do not as adults 

achieve equal eminence is in part accounted for by our last 

conclusion: Youths who achieve eminence are characterised 

~£!_~~!~-~~~!~~-!~!~!!~~!~~!_!E~!!~-~ut_~!~£_bY_E~~!st~~ 

of~~~!!~-~~£ eff£!!~_confid~~~~-!~_!~~!~-~~!!!!!~~-~~~ 

grea~-~~E~~~!~-!~-!~~~~-~f_ch~E£~!~~· (7) 

Four years after Catherine Cox, Barbara Burke 

presented the third volume in the series in a follow-up 

study of Terman's original group. By this time the majority 

of the subjects were either in high school or college. 

one of the major findings at this stage was that 

about one third of the boys and nearly half the girls (with 

slight variations with age) reported that "Their lives had 



been greatly int'lucnced by n sit~le person~ book~ philos

ophy or rel.igion." The type of influence met1 tioned moet 

frequently was that of one or both parents. 
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This study also contributed tbe construction of 

standards for rating achievement, social adjustment and 

environmental conditions. On each of these counts a 

subJect could be dichotomously classed as superior/inferior. 

Firstly, a child vas superior if an impartial judge pre

dicted that he or she would achiev• a career of distinction. 

secondly, a child was said to be socially adjusted if he had 

a number of desirable friends, -was a leader among them, had 

a. normal attitude to persons of the same or opposite sex, 

and who obeyed the social mores. ThirdJ.y, the environ

mental conditions were taken as superior if there wex·e in

centives leading to a wholesome and productive life. if 

there was companionship with parents, and also if adequate 

finance were available. 

The general conclusion was that the promise of 

early youth had been fulfilled. ( J) 

By 1947 the average age or the stanford group was 

thirty-five years. Again the conclusion was that the 

early promise had been achieved. This group included 

significantly more successfUl people than did the popula

tion at large. 

The authors, Terman and Oden,. point out that high 

achievement is neither an absolute nor a universal condition 

of success. It is "relative both to the pervading 

patterns of culture and to the individual's personal phil

osophy of life." Fame cannot be classed as an index of 

ability. 

The writers, however, took the view that the 
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standard to be used was biased towards achievement demand

ing the use of intelligence, and was co::ncerned "with 

vocational accomplishment rather than with the attainment 

of personal happiness." Despite this, the experimental 

group was found to be above average in physical health, 

marital happiness, men tal health and general adjustment. 

In this group, success was associated with "stability 

rather than instability, with the absence rather than the 

presErnce of disturbing conflicts - - - - - - in short, a 

vlell-balanced temperament with freedom from excessive 

frustration." 

An attempt was also made to discriminate between 

those with an I.Q. of over 169 and the total group. The 

latter comparison proved less fruitful than the former. 

It seems that the relative failure of the second attempt was 

due to the arbitrary quantification of an ill defined 

quality. Of the first comparison the conclusion was 

drawn that the essentia.l difference between the two groups 

appeared to be the drive to achieve an all-round adjustment. 

In conclusion the authors state, "At any rate we 

have seen that intellect and achievement are far from per

fectly correlated. Why this is so, what circumstances 

effect the fruition of human talent, are questions of such 

transcendental importance that they should be investigated 

by any method that promL::;ed the slichtest reduction of our 

prese1t1t ignorance. So little do we know about our avc.lil

able supply of potential genius, the environment<:1l fo"ctors 

that favour or hinder its expression, the emotional corn

pulsions Ulcl,t give it dynamic quu.li ty, or ~he personality 

distortions that make it dangerous." (30) 

Following this line sociological factors in the 
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development of talent and eenius were studied by fl.E.L. 

Faris in a report published in 1936. He noted in children 

the significance of early experiences in prox-imity to 
11 central points of opportunity and stimulating contact. 11 

Also taken into account was the value of travel, and ''wide 

acquaintanceship with educated per sons, wide knovJledge of 

reading mD.t ter, and adequate habits of using reference 

methods. 11 

In his conclusions Hariu said, "tl1o most sisnifi

cant factors are relatively obscure and cubtle, operating 

in more privato mental processes of the person, and L'ot 

always closely correlated wi tb the more obvious extGl'nal 

environmental featu.res usua.lly conside1·ed as the principal 

factors in many statistical studies of intelliger1ce." 

"Also of' intpor·tance is tlre organisation of the 

intellectual surroundings of the person. The child who 

lives in an organised and rationalised world may learn more 

easily because of his confidence trwt the world is mechani

cal and that answers to his questions can be found." 

Faris was a confirmed environmentalist. He 

believed that it was unnecessary to assume any innate ad

vantages. Of talented mental calculators, he said that 

theirs ltJaS no mysterious talent but the ordinary conse-

quence of a definite and particular series of experiences. (8) 

In a review of literature covering 1930 to 1937, 

D. Harris examined factors affecting college e;rades. A 

weakness in the majority of studies, made evident by the 

presentation, is that they contain too few statistics. 

:r,;any groups of results are contradicted by other groups. 

High school prediction is advanced in some cases intelli-
' 
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gence testing in others, both methods being useful ones. 

Different places find different tests more re-

liable. In one study 11 the average college rank of former 

students corning with a similar record from the same high 

school" vJas an even better means of prediction. Combina

tions of tests seemed to be better, but still little 

agreement was reached. 

Younger people tended to do better. Intelligence 

factors were rarely controlled, however, and where they 

were the differences were minimiseq. Women did better 

than men. Factors relating to frunily size and sibling 

position held by the subjects produced conflicting evidence. 

Smokers were found to have a disadvantage, this being even 

greater in the case of inhalers. 

There were conflicting reports on general health. 

Colour blind subjects, of whom there were 9% {diagnosed by 

the Ishihara Test), were slightly above average intelli

gence, and slightly below in grades. 

According to Wakeham, high schools which sent few 

students to university got better results than did those 

which were less selective. Jones, however, found this 

was not the case in his study. Those students who used a 

library tended to do better than those who did not know 

how to use one. {This is consistant with one of the 

significant items in the present thesis.) In regard to 

study habits, Uhnbrook stated that "The total pattern, or 

rhythm, of activities may be far more important than any 

single factor that may be isolated for study." 

Harris reports one British study. At Melbourne 

University, it was found that holders of scholarships on 

school leaving examinations for secondary schools did 
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"definitely" superior work. No data was given on intell-

igence. Frequent tutor meetings and prizes and dinners 

for the outstanding seemed to raise grades. Moderate 

employment did not seem to effect grades, but excessive 

employment had a harmful effect. 

The seashore Music Test proved to be a useful 

predictor in its own field. In one study lOO% of those 

in the lowest quartile on both musical talent and the test 

did unsatisfactory work in music. In the Thorndyke 

Intelligence Examination for high school grades two sub

tests, those of linguistic ability and mathematical ability, 

were better predictions of what they pu:,rported to predict 

than were the three oth1er sub.;...tests in this group. 

At Yale, prediction of grades was found to 

correlate highly for "verbal" (.62) and "quantitative" 

subjects. The two predictive formulae were based on 

weighted combinations of high school rank and appropriate 

entrance examination scores. 

In conclusion this study suggests that failures 

are easier to predict than successes. "A lack is harder 

to remedy than the difficulty of an ability which may be 

merely neglected". It is suggested that factors influenc-

ing grades, in order of importance, are ability, effort, 

and circumstances. (14) 
United States Il School References. 

A study of some factors related to achievement 

of intellectually superior eighth grade children was made 

by Rodger Bishton in 1957. By using fact01· analysis, he 

isolated sixteen orthogonal factors from data gained by 

administering the following; California Achievement 

Battery, Mental Health Analysis, Ohio Youth Survey Needs 



Q,uestionnaire and a General information sheet. 

The subjects were ninety-nine eighth-grade boys 

and girls from junior high schools in and near Columbus, 

Ohio. The criterion of "superior" was that of an I.Q. 
of mo.re than 120 tested within the last two years. The 

findings were as follows: 
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1. The group had mastered skills in the three Ft' s approx

imately one to two years in advance of the norm. 

2. The ratio of boys to girls was approximately the same. 

3. The physical developement of the superior group ex

ceeded normal expectation. 

4. The occupation of the fathers was 24% profesGional, 

33% business. 

5. The average number in the family was 2.37. 

6. The vocational goal chosen by the pupil had status 

equa.l to or greater than that of the father. 

7. Gifted children were somewha,t less interested in the 

more vigorous type of contact sport and more interested 

in intellectual and quiet studies. 

The article provided an interesting approach and 

was excellent in its presentation. (1) 

In his enquiry as to whether or not the brighter 

child should start school before he is five, B.R. McCandless 

cited evidence to support the thesis that very superior 

children benefit on all scores from any "affective and dis

creet" application of the techniques used in their education. 

Techniques were discussed and evaluated and recommendations 

were made for their use. If applied properly, it was 

stated that acceleration, segregation, enrichment and 
early school admission were to be positively recommended. (19) 

A survey of the education of gifted children was 



made in Chicago by R.J. Havighurst, et al. Here the 

authors stressed the problem of distinguishing more than 

one kind of talent. For exrunple, there is intellectual 

talent, drawing and mechanical talent. In contrast with 

this, a general talent may also be distinguished. There 

has been no adequate test developed for this talent, nor 

for many of the individual talents. Indeed, there 
appears to be no universally accepted precise definition 

of what constitutes talent. 
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Of the inadequate techniques at our command, we 

can say that they vary on the one hand from the subjective, 

such as the teacher's assessment, to the more objective on 

the other hand. The latter are usually less popular, 

customarily comprising a test battery. The undergrowth of 

accretions of ideas frequently obscures the major issues. 

Also it is rarely possible to distinguish between 

fully flowered talent and the entirely potential talent; 

and there are, of course, infinite gradations between. 

The claim made by the authors seems doubtful: "At the 

present time we are able pretty well to discover the 

primary mental abilities by using objective intelligence 

tests." This appears to suggest a unity and coherence 

\nrhich is, in fact, wanting. (15) 

g~!!~~-§!~te~_!!!_~~!~E~itl_B~!~~~~· 
The problem of occupational choice was studied by 

Ginsburg and others in 1950.· The point is mB.cle that 

occupational choice is a "free" choice and has two aspects. 

Firstly, a career may be chosen for its positive rewards; 

or secondly, it may be reached by default, having eliminated 

the most unsuitable choices. 

1,\fhat is needed is a concise c;:nd quantified 
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explication for the various factors which operate in the 

selection of u career or occupation. At the same time, 

hov,,ever, the irrational elements that often creep into 

choice @1St also be recognised. 1hese considerations are 

of importance as well in the study of success and failure 

of university students undertaken in the pre:c;ent thec:is. (12) 

A psychological study of eminent physical scient-

ists waG undertaken by Anne Hoe. In tho matter of cclucat-

ion, she stressed that emphu,sis wa::; usually u,ivcn to the 

early and careful appraif3al of intcre0ts and abilities. 

This was followed. by cncourac,emcnt, with freedom and 

opportunity for the full dcvelopernent of talents. 

To quote, " •• the vital point is to e,ive the 
student the opportunity to find things out for himself. 
It makes no difference if the fact is v1ell known or not 
at this level, vJhat is impo1·tant is that the student does 
not learn it by rote but by discovery." 

In this Anne noe vias speaking of the sciences, 

but it would seem apposite to apply this principle to teach

ing in general. ( 24) 

In 1953 Anne Hoe summarised the results of a 

series of studies of sixty-four eminent scientists. These 

were divided almost equally into biologists, physicists and 

social scientists. The data was comprised of life 

histories, discussions about their work, and the results 

of three tests. :8'roril the discussions it was found. that 

these men had worked hard in achieving eminence, and that 

thej.r efforts had " •• usually been directed quite spec if

ically toward the solution of some immediate problem 

rather than to a long term goal of eminence." (23) 

Consonant with this career aspect, America's 

resources of specicllised talent was made the topic of a 



study by Dael Wolfe in 1954. Here it was found that tl1e 

determining factors which decide who goes on to colleBe 

are dichotomous, consisting of those factors related to 

the school progress of the student, a.nd those not essent

ially related. An illustration of the former would be 

mental ability, that of the latter, ethnic differences. 

rt does seem, however, that the ethnic background of some 

groups is related to school progress, as for example, in 

Little Rock. 
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Wartime flexibility in occupations illustrated 

\vell the wide ability evidenced by the majority of experts. 

Persons often hc:we rnore than one field of interest, and 

many would doubtless be able to cope equally well in a 

similar or neighbouring field of work. 

one sub-heading in this book is curious. "Will 

there be too many college graduates?" This would suppose 

an attitude whereby the policy was to limit the number of 

graduates to the jobs available for them, instead of 

planning to use the intellectual capacity of the nation. 

The author concludes, however, that there cannot be too many 

graduates as long as they have the necessary ability. 

on the whole, this work is concerned with material 

employment. (34) 

In his enquiry concerning the nature and nurture 

of genius, S.L. Pressey discussed the total import of the 

environment, and stressed the importance of cultural 

factors in determining the extent to which superiority in 

certain fields is sought and achieved. For instance, the 

flourishing of musical genius in Mozart's day may be com

pared with the competence shown by modern athletic 

champions. 
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Pressey identified five factors which he regarded 

as important. 

1. The early opportunity for the developement of an 

ability, and the encouragement of family and friends. 

2. Early and continuing superior guidance and instruction. 

3. ·The opportunity to practice and to extend an ability 

according to progress made. 

4. Association with otf11ers of similar interests. 

5. The ~mulation of many and increasingly strong success 

experiences. 

These influences acting concomitantly with the 

basic ability would foster superiority in whatever field 

the culture honoured. (22} 

In our culture the stress seems to be on scient

ists and the gifted student as a future scientist was the 

topic of a study by Paul Brandwein, in which he was con

cerned with the high school background of capable science 

students. Three factors were stressed. Firstly, the 

genetic; secondly, the predisposing factor, (the psycholo

gical and activating factor); and thirdly, the factor 

referring to the extent and kinds of opportunities offered 

in high school, and to the special skills of the teacher. 

Of more importance than tests in identifying 

superior science students, was the provision of opportun

ities for the students to identify themselves. This was 

done by leaving the students open to advantages whereby 

they could show their own skill and interest by developing 

their own research projects. These students possessed 

minimal amounts of genetic and predisposing factors. 

Other factors strongly stressed by Brandwein were 

the importance of personal guidance and occupational 
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information; the abundance of latent scientific talent in 

boys and girls; and the value of early committment to 

science, as is common in music, for example. 

Perhaps the central factor in the whole scheme 

was the quality of teaching, especially the fostering of 

true research attitudes in high school pupils by freeing 

them from the "cook-book" approach to scientific know

ledge. ( 2) 

United States ll G~~~Eal Con~id~rati_£~.!. 

personality trait patterns of college students 

were studied by Carl sternberg. The method used was that 

of factor analysis from the "Kuder preference Record", the 

"Allport-Vernon Study of Values", and the group "M.M.P.I.", 

yielding twenty-four scales in all. The population was 

270 white college males. It was, ho\vever, a volunteer 

group comprising 80% of the parent population, and was not, 

therefore, a random selection. 

Two questions were studied. Firstly, what are 

the patterns made by college students in three measures of 

personality; (a) an interest inventory, (b) a values test, 

and (c) an inventory of tendencies towards maladjustment? 

Secondly, are there any significant differences in person

ality patterns emong students majoring in different fields. 

Seven factors were extracted, six of which were 

bipolar. The only factor that has direct reference to the 

present writer's study is that of the psychopathic deviate 

scale on the ~~I. M.P. I. This had a correlation of minus 

.338 with factor 11; a correlation of plus .376 with 

factor lV; and a correlation of plus .377 with factor v, 
where factor 11 is the "go-getter versus passive aesthete", 

factor lV is the "driven extravert versus pure 

scientist", 
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factor V is preoccupation with health. 

sternberg gives illustrations of the per·sonality 

patterns of college students, and affirms that there are 

significant differences in personality patterns Rmong 

students majoring in different fields. Every major is dis

tinguished from other majors by at least one factor signifi

cant at the .01 level. Areas are in general more easy to 

distinguish than are individual majors. This is particul

arly true of the "aesthetic" (English and music) as 

distinct from the "scientific", (chemistry end mathematics.) 

rt is to be noted, however, that the data does not lend 

itself to individual prediction. 

In this matter of tested differences the College 

Entrance Examination Board of Princeton, New J·ersey, has 

experimented with the Scholastic Aptitude Test in an effort 

to diminish inter-school differences by setting up a 

stand.ard device. The Test was used in conjunction with 

ot"::mer indicators. As yet we do not have any well selected 

over-all evidence of the validity and reliability of this 

test though it is mentioned in some studies. (28) 

A study on the success and perseverance of 

university students was carried out by D.W. Fullmer at the 

University of Denver, Colorado. The results showed that 

students who changed their objectives on occasion were more 

likely to persevere than were those who kept to the same 

goal, although such prediction was only actuarial. (9) 

A.B. Truesdell and J.A. Bath made a comparison 

of the relative value of clinical versus actuarial methods 

in academic prediction. The opinions of nine judges were 

compared with the Discriminate Function predictions. 

This latter involved the use of five sub-tests, from which 
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grade point average was obtained. 

Generally speaking, it was found that the two 

methods were about equal in value. In both approaches 

most importance was attached to the grade point average, 

which was assigned more weight than all the o1h er variables 

combined. It was generally recognised that the method 

of selection by judges left much to be desired, both from 

the consideration of selecting adequately experienced 

judges, and in ascertaining that all the necessary inform

ation was put before them. This test shows that at least 

as adequate a judgement may be made by the use of purely 

objective methods. ( 31) 

Using an analysis of variance technique, N. 

Weitz and H.J. Wilkinson studied the relation between 

certain non-intellectual factors and academic success at 

university. The following factors were investigated. 

1. lAThether or not the subject was an only child. 

2. If one or both parents were deceased at the time Ut.e 

subject entered college. 

3. If the parents were divorced at the time the subject 

entered college. 

4. Whether the subject graduated from a private secondary 

school or 

5. a military academy. 

The results of this enquiry showed that graduates 

from a military academy, only children, and those who ful

filled at least two of t:he above conditions had inferior 

academic records. The loss of one or both parents by death 

or divorce had no effect. (33) 

The case of only children is interesting. It 

contradicts the evidence of Small and Terman. In the 
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present study it was found to be not significant. 

The unpublished doctor's thesis of J.~. Small 

concerns the formative influences in the psych-educational 

backgrounds of superior graduate students. The criterion 

of a superior graduate was taken as the acceptance of the 

subject for the degree of Ph.D. Thirty-six graduates 

were studied from twenty-seven different fields. The 

findings were as follows. 

1. The average ages ranged from twenty-five to forty-six, 

the mean being over thirty, with a median of between 

twenty-nine and thirty. 

2. over three quarters of the group were married. The 

median age of marriage was twenty-three, which is 

approximately the same as the United States national 

average. 

3. They tended to be first or only children. 

statistically significant.) 

(This was 

4. For about half the group, one or both para:nts had 

attended university. 

5. Teaching, farming and selling were the most common 

paternal activities, while the professional-managerial 

class was the largest single occupational group present. 

6. About half the students reported a family environment 

favourable to the developement of cultural and intell

ectual pursuits. 

7. About a quarter of the group, excluding those with 

favourable home environments, were strongly influenced 

by one or more teachers who were close personally, and who 

persuaded them to continue where olli erwise they would not 

have done so. 

8. Those students with a deep intrinsic interest in their 
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subject had usually had significant experiences while 

doing independent research of their own. About half 

the students were so motivated, and most of these were 

scientists. 

9. A feeling of freedom in the early cultivation of 

interests was often found to be important and was 

characterised by the use of "constructive aids to 

learning", as well as the absence of coercion. 

10. The education of the group had often failed to provide 

opportunities for, and assistance in, three major tasks; 

self appraisal, personal involvement in learning, and 

career guidance. 
' 

11. The subjects seemed well adjusted, but in comparison 

with some undergraduate groups they seemed to be socially 

withdrawn. 

The two defects in this study seemed to be firstly, 

the ommission of the control group technique, and secondly, 

the absence of statistical work, though the raw data was 

amenable to such treatment. (27) 

The question, "Do renewable scholarships produce 

higher grades?" was the topic of a study by S.G. Clarke, 

E.W. \\fright and C.A. Parker. Two groups of scholarship 

winners ,.,ere compared with two matched control groups. 

The conclusion arrived at was that renewable type scholar

ships produce significantly extra motivation to increase the 

effort put into study. This results in significantly 

higher grades. (5) 

The relation between student load and achievement 

was examined by P.T. Hountras at the University of 

Michigan Graduate School. The work of fcn·eign students 

was analysed and it was found that a heavy schedule was not 



the main reason for academic difficulties. In fact, 

weaker students attempted and achieved fewer hours of 

work, especially during early terms of residence. (It 
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would seem as though "weaker" is defined as those attempt

ing and achieving less.) It is suggested by the present 

writer that there is an optimal load. This study by 

Hountras de-:rnonstrates one aspect of it. {18) 
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!J2E!:aisal 

Certain points may be noticed about the literature 

reviewed here. To the present writer some of the more 

significant points seem to be as follows: 

Many of the studies use tests either :for criteria 

or to attempt to differentiate. Although the "testing" 

approach is entirely laudable in that it attempts to stand

ardise procedures the value of the results so obtained make 

it doubtful if this is the most fruitful method of procedure, 

at least at our present state of knowledge. 

Bearing in mind the respective sizes of the two 

countries, the United states seems to be more acutely aware 

of the'prnblem of student selection, though much work is 

being done in Britain. It might, perhaps, be true to 

say that in Britain the dominant interest is in the eleven 

plus selection. 

In both countries a variety of approaches are 

used, and rightly so at this stage. It is suggested, hO\v

ever, that future researchers might concentrate on the 

reasonably well authenticated points, or factors, which have 

been experimentally isolated. These factors could then be 

studied latitudinally and longitudinally. Such a procedure 

suggests, of course, a greater degree of central control 

than exists at present. 

Consonant with this point it will be noted how 

few longitudinal studies there are. The only genuinely 

comprehensive longitudinal study is that of Terman and his 

associates. It is a regrettable defect that some institu

tions might care to correct, regrettable in that Terman's 



study has afforded us the best validated, and most, in

formation of any comparably sized study to date. 
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Of the methodological defects perhc:tps the most 

common is that of the ommission of a control group. The 

second most common defect seems to be the neglect of con

trol on factors connected with the experimental variable, 

(ommitting, of course, those studies which utilise the 

analysis of variance technique) or the non-random selection 

of subjects. 

Summarily, then: although there is a wide range 

and large amount of literature on the subject of academic 

superiority, the studies are dominantly latitudinal 3!ld 

relatively isolated. 



4l DESIGN OF THE EXPEHIMl!:NT 

The criterion for selection of an able student 

was, perhaps, one of the most difficult decisions to make. 

By alteration of the criterion one may produce a markedly 

different sample than that which would have been produced 

had the· criterion remained unchanged. Because of the 

manifold difficulties which accrue from the adoption of a 

particular criterion it was thought best in this study to 

select one which had some degree of official recognition. 

For this reason, elegibility for a New zealand Senior 

National Scholarship was chosen. In order to be elisible 

n student must have completed a degree within four years 

of commencement, have passed his stage three with an 'A' 

pass and had a good academic record. Althoush all students 

in the experimental (academically superior) group in this 

study were in such a category not all were offered a 

Senior Kational Scholarship, nnd not all the offered ones 

were accepted. The main reason for rejecting <:m offer was 
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that the students in question \"!ere acceptinG another in its 

stead, anotll er with greater finc:mcial emoluwent. 
I 

The total number of students eligible vm:::> so 

small that all students available ( i:J'r,ose considered for the 

1959 s"cademic session) were sought for interviev.1 and test

ing. In this eroup of superior (experimental) students 

sixteen nSJnes v1ore obtained and oll sixteen were traced, 

consented to co-operate and full information obtained from 

them. 

It may well be true that certain background 

factors, or test results, are true of superior students but 

it may also be true that these factors are found generally 

and so the factors found El.Te non-differentiating. O'or this 

reason a control group was used. To compare a group of 

superior students with others leEi.dS one tD make what seems 

an obvious choice; use a group of 'average' students for 

the control group. Unfortunately there is no generally 

accepted criterion of what an 'average' student is. ~o 

overcome thj.s a. random selection was taken from the officj_al 

University rolls. ~he experimental group was composed of 

science and arts faculties only. consistent with this the 

control included only those vrho were in the science or arts 

facu.l ties; 1\nowing the proportion of eu.ch factJ.l ty in re

lation to the general population of students it was calcul

ated that to produce a control sroup twenty four in number 

it would be necessary to select every sixty fifth student 

goine; through the rolls in alphabetical order. 'T'he data of 

those students selected vms then examined and s.ll who 1.vere 

not in science or urts were rejected. A control group of 

twenty two instead of tlw calculated twenty four was the 

result of this procedure. These twenty two students were 
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sought; one ~as untraceable ~w1d one declined to co

operate thus lec:winb tlle control croup at tvventy in number. 

All thirty six students were then interviewed and tested. 

In~rviewing 

The interviewing time raneed from half an hour up 

to_throe hours, the length of time being determined by the 

S' s vJillin[!;ness to talk. Generally speaking the inteicvicw 

was l<.:ept as unstructured as possible whil8 at the same time 

covering the minimum range of info1'1r1ation required. Any 

extra information acquired during the interviews wa:.:> 

applicable to too few of tl1e group concerned or was not 

classifiable and vJill rema:Ln as irnpres:.:;ions, the effect of 

which will become evident i:n the dj_scussion section. (Of 

course all information treatable appear:::; in the results 

section). 

Testing 

The two cognitive (Concept Mastery Test and the 

Abstract neasoning Test) were adminL:;ter eel by the author, 

but the personality test (group form of the M.E.P.I.) was 

given to them to be done at horne in order to make their 

task as light as possible. 

Circuls.rs 

Thirdly, and f'inr:tlly, the secondtxry schools of 

these students were circulo.rised to see if the1·e were any 

items noted at school which might be used as prognostic 

indicators. The circulars were worded in such a way as to 

indicate that replies to at least three points would be 

desirable, while at the same time leaving sufficient latit

ude to mention other points of note that v1e1·e not specific

ally requested. Of the more general comments perhaps a 

dozen were long enough to be of additional use but the points 

in common amongst the circulars were so few a~-o to make it 
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impossible ten cast them into a table or category that would 

be of any value. 

The informati,on obtained by these three procedures 

was itemised and tabulated to appear in its present form 

in the results section. In the matter of background 

items direct comparisons were to be made on each point be

tween the two groups. This is true also of the circular 

obtained information. In the case of testing however, the 

significant sub-tests we;re to be extracted from the battery 

and treated as a unit by the most appropriate statistical 

technique. 

Justifications 

Criterion measures for superior students are 

difficult to formulate fairly but it is felt that any criter

ion arrived [d should be as objective as possible, have the 

maximum degree of official recognition and preferably be 

interdepartmental. The criterion chosen satisfies these 

conditions. 

In addition to this the criterion of an 'average' 

student is well nigh impossible to express satisfactorily. 

In accordance with accepted pre::;ent practice it is held 

that a well chosen (i.e. entirely random) group will produce 

the least distort-results in the most economical manner (and 

thus satisfy the scientific requirement of po.rsimony). It 

is realised that a randomly chosen group may have a bias on 

a chance basis alone but it is believed that, for _t:Jrest;rJ,t 

purposes, the group is sufficiently large for error to can

cel rather than accumulate. 

The Concept Mastery test was included in this 

battery because Termcm found it the most poi·J8rful dis

criminator tn the testing field for cases of the intell-
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ectually superior. It is indeed, a test of his ovm 

devi sine DXKl in th j_ :o ::_d,udy its e:ffi cacy appears to be 

demonstrated. Abstract J"Cason ing ~tJas felt to llo a strong 
\ 

factor in acactomic abjl:i ty. The n.A. T. battery seemed to 

h~cve the best test of th:i.s c.1.nd so thic n.A.'.L'. sub-test wu:::; 

j_ncluded. seemingly there is a reasonably wide agreement 

that intellectual ability is a necessary, but not sufficient, 

condition for uni versi t.y success and so to throw as vvido a 

net <:w possible a pen:.onali ty tc::;;t was included. l~or 

pu.rpo~e.s of this study tbe r·'~.l<.P.I. seemed to be tho wost 

useful. The test appears in group form and i::;; thus easier 

to administer, it includes the lr.trgest number of questions 

of this type of test, it contc.dns a conGistency and lie 

check and it pl·odLlCCo quanti ta ti vc results v1hicll n1o.kc it 

alllenable to statistical procedures. The procedure in this 

case was di scrin1ina tory analysis (in which the significant 

G.nd near sie;nificant sub-tests vJere included.) 

Background data was treated mainly by the Chi 

Squared technique. Part of the reason for this was 

becau::;e it seemed the most appropriate method of treatment 

and partly because, being a non-parametric statistic it 

contains fewest assumptions concerning the rmv data c:.md 

is, on that account, less likely to determine unwarranted 

conclusions (Dieeel (26)) 

Subtest means were compared 2.~..nd subjected to the 

1 ,student 1 s t test 1 , significant and very nearly sil_Snificant 

subtests being extracted from the battery and subjected to 

a discri1ninatory CJnalysis. The value of this method of 

treatment is that it combines sets of scores and the dis

crimination is based on the set rather than the individual 

pieces. Two additional factors r:~.re gained from its use. 
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One is that it as~·.:icns vtcights to grotlps ond thus maxiwi:::;es 

differences where they exist; secondly these vveights mEJy be 

twcd on unknown cases to deterrrline to which of the e,roups 

the c&se belongs. (Moroney ( 20)) 



5 REGULTG 

Three main croups comprise this section. 

Backe;rouncl, school circnln.rs ond tests. 'J'he first of 

these items, b~ckground, is divided roughly into the 

sections of 

(a) actual constitution of tl1e group 

(b) family background 

(c) school background 

(d) some ve:csonal and university oriented 

items. 

The Chi Gquared formula used in the four--cell 

cases is that recowrucnded by Siegel ( ( 26) p 107) 



~xper!~~!:! ts.! Control ----
Ae;e liumber Age rTumber 

20 5 17 3 

21 10 18 2 

22 1 19 4 

20 2 

N - 16 21 5 

22 1 

23 1 

26 1 

30 1 

N = 20 

~kclo~_into Averaee Ages for the Two_QEOUJ2~ (1.2) 

EXJ2~!:~!:£! Control -----
Both sexes 20.75 yrs Both sexes 20.45 yrs 

l!Iales 20.80 yrs kales 21.18 yrs 

Females 20.66 yrs Females 19.55 yrs 

TreatmmJl t of the group in terms of numbers 

in each sex produces the following table. 

Control 

10 males ll males 

6 females 9 f erno..le s. 

Cnlculo..ted Chi squared not t:>ignificant. 

43 
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Constitution of Both Groups with Reference to Faculty 

n.nd c8i___________ ( 3 .l) 

Experimental Control --
Gcience Arts Science Arts 

t1 Ii' h li' fJr Ii' M ]' 

8 2 2 4 4 1 7 8 

With Reference to Faculty Only (3.2) 

Experimental Control 

10 Science 5 Gcience 

6 Arts 15 Arts 

Calculated Chi Squared= 3.715 (Not Significant) 

Having dealt with the constitution of the group 

we now consider family background. 

Family Ba~kground of B_£th Groups (4.1) 

Average number of Average number of 

children per family children per family 

= 3.19 = 3.35 

Average position in 

family for subject 

= 1.87 

7 eldest children 

2 only children 

Average position in 

fwnily for subject 

= 1.65 

9 eldest children 

3 only children 



FATllEH'S BACl~GHomm -------- of BOTH GHOUPS ( 5 .1) 

Exper. Control 

University grads. • • • • • • • • • . 3 3 

Some university • • . • • • • • • • • 2 1 

Univ. Entrance • • • • • • • • • • • 1 0 

School cert. • • • • • • • • • • • 1 2 

High School • • • • • • • • • • • 5 5 

Professional quals. • • • • • • • • • 0 2 

Primary only • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 7 

Professional men • • • . • • • • • • 4 5 

Business men • . • • . . . • • • • • 1 3 

Interested in music • • • • • • • • • 3 3 

In teres. in intellec. pursuits • • • 12 8 

Church work (lay) • • • • • • • • • 4 1 

Still alive • • • • • • • • • • • • 14 16 

The above data was treated by the Chi Squared technique 

for which it was cast into the form shown in (5.2). 

( 5. 2) 

University •••••••• • • • • • 
U.E.: S.C.: H.S.: Prof. • • • • • • 
Primary • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Profes. or business • • • • • • • • 

Bxper. 

5 

7 

4 

5 

Intellec or music interes ••• • • • 13 

Still alive • • • • • • • • • • • • 14 

Control 

4 

9 

7 

8 

8 

16 

Calculated Chi Squared (Not Significant) 
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If, however, we extract one part of the table 

thought to be significant we produce the following table. 

( 5. 3) 

Interested in Intell. Pursuits 

Not Interested in » II 

~~erim~!!tal 

12 

4 

Calculated Chi Squared Not Significant. 

Control 

8 

12 

next follows a summary list of paternal 

occupations and hobbies. 

1. Freezing Worker •• Politics, Music 

2. Bank Officer ••• Music, Penal Reform, Trains, 
Education, Gardening, Church 

3. Telephone Engineer Garden, Bowls, Masons, Committees 

4. Clergyman ••••• Bridge, Golf, Crosswords, Reading 

5. Clergyman ••••• Fishing, Cricket 

6. School Principal • Church, Maths, Music, Chess, 

Railways 

1. Bank Teller •••• Garden, Stamps, Reading, Drama 

8. Garage Propr •••• Reading, Golf, Photo, Tennis, 

Swimming 

9. Organ Builder ••• Bowls, Church 

10. School Teacher • • Educational Work, Reading 

11. Joiner •••••• Bowls, Hunting 

12. Carpenter ••••• Theosophy, Freemasonry 

13. Bldg. Foreman ••• Golf 

14. Journalist • • • • Golf, Gardening 

15. Engineer • • • • • rJ!usic, Rugby 

16. Engine Driver ••• Theology, Church work. 
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Occupat!£~~-& H£~~!~~-£!~E~-2£~tr£!_Qro~E_§~~dent~ 
Fathers ( 6. 2) 

1. Driver • • • • • • Prac. mechanics, Educ. Gardening, 

Reading 
2. Marine Engnr. • • Ships 

3. Salesman • • • • • Sport 

4. School head ••• Woodwork, Singing 

5. Insurance Rep ••• Music 

6. Naval Officer •• Farming, Committees 

7. Teacher ••••• Philately 

8. Clerk • • • • • • Bowls, Hunting, Sailing 

9. Bridgeman •••• Bowls, Harriers 

10. Exec. in Gov't. • Sport, Current affairs, Gardening 

11. Accountant •••• Rugby, League Sec'y, Vestry, Sport 

12. Bldg. Contractor • l'1ountaineering, Soccer 

13. Taxi Prop'r ••• Car mechanics, Golf 

14. :Mech. Engineer • • Pipe band, Bowls, Radio, ·Handyman 

15. Woolbuyer •••• Golf, Carpentry 

16. Locksmith •••• Animals, Gardening, Handyman 

17. Farmer • • • • • • Reading, Fishing, ~.valking, Swimming 

18. Fish merchant •• Home, Garden. 

19. Wharfy • • • • • • Sport 

20. Brdg. house owner Reading, Business. 



Backgr£~~~_J2at~f£~_Jiothers of Bo_!:h Groups 

22xperi~nta:!_ 

University Grads 2 

Some Univ. 2 

Uni v. Ent;rance 2 

S~hool Cert. 2 

High school (no certs) 4 

Primary School only 4 

Teacher's Coll. (incl.prev) 3 

~r~ 2 

Urban 13 

Domestic as hobby 3 

Interest in intellec.pursuits 9 

Still Alive 14 

( 7.1) 

Control ------
2 

0 

2 

2 

7 

6 

3 

7 

11 

12 

7 

20 

To make the above data amenable to the Chi Squared 

technique it was compressed into table 7.2. 

University 
H/S:S/C:U/E:T/Coll. 
Primary 
Rural 
Urban 
Domestic 
Intellectual 
Still Alive 

4 
11 

4 
2 

13 
3 
9 

14 

Calculated Chi Squared not significant. 

( 7. 2) 

Control 

2 
14 

6 
7 

11 
12 

7 
20 
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Extracting from table 7.2 the numbers for intellectual 

interest we produce table 7.3 which is significant. 

Experimen_!:al Control 

Domestic 

Intellectual 

3 

9 

12 

7 

Calculated Chi Squared = 5.95 (Significant at the .o5) 

The final data on Mothers is presented in table 7.4, 

indicating their hobbies. 

Exp~rim~tal 

Politics, Jl!lm:dc 
Lnitting, Reading 
Garden, Church organist 
Bridge, Golf, Reading 
Hockey, I!ia ths, Tramping 
Domestic, :Dressmal<:ing, Drs.rna 
Everything. (sic) 
Domestic 
Bowls, Church 
Garden 
Committees, Church, Singing 
DressmD};:ing, lTandi vrork 
Drama Group, HeD.ding 
Golf, Gardening 

Music 

Control 

Domestic 
Domestic 
Domestic 
Garden 
Heading 
Domestic 
HeQdinc;, Domestic 
Domestic 
Domestic 
Heading 
Church, G-arden 
Reading, Domestic 
Golf, Dressmakine; 
Dancj.ng, Social, Ballet, 
Church 
Domestic, Heac1ine;, P.'T.A. 
J_Ji terature, Mu~i.c 
Domestic 
Domestic 
Sport, Domc:::;tic 
Business. 



Data on pastimes is presented in table B.l, following 

}Tl).mber of students vJi th no pastimes 
Average number of activities joined 
Average number of sportinu; activities 

2 
3.06 

• 94 

5 
1.4 

.5 

Turning no\J to school background we start with nmount of 

reading done. 

Read more than r'!,ge mates 
Read about aver. amount 
nead less than age mates 

15 
0 
1 

Control 

16 
3 
1 

To cover a non-literary aspect numerical practice is 
considered in table 10.1. 

r·l!aximum :experience 
Lots of Experience 
Some Experience 
I,i ttle Experience 
No Extra Experience 

l 
2 
6 
2 
5 

Control 

0 
0 
2 
1 

17 

5n 

Cast into th.e following table for Chi Squo,red purposes (10. 2) 

At least some experience 
Little or no experience 

9 
7 

Control 

18 

Calculated Chi Squared = 6.91 (Significant at the .Ol) 



Tables 11.1 to 11.3 cover a rcmge of data on schooling. 

Attended kindergarten 

Ex;eerimenta!, 

7 

Age started school ~less than 5) 4 
at 5) 8 

(more than 

Subjects liked at school:-

English 
Latin 
French 
Chemistry 
Biology 
"Science" 

Class Positions at School: 

Primary School:-
Top 
Top 5 
Top 10 
Middle 

Secondary School:-
Top 
Top 5 
Top 10 
Middle 

5) 4 

5 
4 
2 
3 
l 
5 

6 
5 
4 
1 

5 
5 
2 
1 

Control 

8 

0 
19 

1 

13 
3 
7 
7 
5 
2 

(11.2) 

Control 

5 
7 
5 
0 

2 
6 
5 
l 

(:n.B. Top five means position 2nd-5th: Top ten means 
position 6th-10th) 
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(11.3) 

Aver. No. of primary schools 
attended 

Modal. No. of secondary 
schools attended 

Type of u.E. :- Accredited 

Examination 

Univ.Schol'ship 

Ad Eundum 

Aver. age for U.J!:. 

Upper Sixth Form:-

Number with two years 

Number with one year 

Number with no years 

2.33 

1 

12 

3 

1 

0 

16.06 yrs 

2 ~ 
13 ' 15 

1 

Calculated Chi Squared not significant. 

Control 

1.80 

1 

16 

2 

1 

1 

16.52 yrs. 

1 ) 

11 ' 12 
7 

The data in Table 12.1 was obtained from those students 
who received vocational guidance. 
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Student's Treatment of Vocational Guidance Advice (12.1) 

Ex;eerim~~~al Control ----
Advice ignored 3 3 

Advice non-directive 1 1 

Advice confirmatory only 1 1 

Advice taken 1 2 



Next follow some items of more direct relevance to 
university work. 
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Constitution of the Gro§!~-n Terms of Part(:Full Time 
- - ----- --------113.1) 

~;e~:rimental 

Full Time 

14 

Part Time 

2 

Control 

Full Time 

11 

Part Time 

9 

Calculated Chi Squared = 6.09 (Significant at the .05) 

In table 14.1 the bursaries may be seen to cover a fairly 
wide range. 

BuE~~~~~-Hel~-~~-~ot~Gr£UP~ (14.1) 

~~p~i~~~ta~ 

senior National 3 

Higher School Cert. 8 

Teacher's student ship 3 

Junior Scholar 1 

Ordinary National 1 

Fees only by Teacher's Coll. 0 

Maori Scholarship 0 

No Bursary 0 

Control 

0 

6 

2 

0 

4 

4 

1 

3 

The following table 15.1 is of demonstrable relevance to 
academic superiority. 

~~~rimental Control 

8.13 years 11.30 years 

Using "Student's" t this is significant at the .01 level. 
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work schedule and loads are sho\nm in the following tables. 

~~~~~!_£f~~E~_A!!~mpte~-~~d_H£~Stu~l_per week 

Av.number of units attempted (full) 

Aver. hours study per week 42.0 

ExRerim~~ 

None 0 

Little 6 

S orne 8 

Lots 2 

(N = 15) 

Control 

2.4 

29.12 

Control ----
5 

3 

7 

4 

(N • 19) 

(16.1) 

Table 17.1 shows the present career intentions of the two 
groups, although the ideas are held with varying degrees 
of firmness. 

Ca~_rntentions o!_!Ee Qrou£~ (17.1) 

Exp~Eimental Control ---
University 2 0 

Univ. or Research 3 0 

Univ. or Library 0 1 

Research 4 1 

Library 1 2 

School Teaching 2 13 

Clergy 1 0 

Geology 0 1 

Don't Know 3 2 



Tables 18.1 to 20.1 indicate some personal items. 

Manner of Travel to and from University (18.1) ---------------------------------------

Bicycle 

Walking 

Car 

EXJ2~ri~~~~~ 

14 
1 

1 

Average travelling time to univ. 10 mins 

Health ~~-Gr~EE_ (19.1) 

~per~~enta~ 

No. had serious illnesses 6 

No. had serious accidents 4 

No. who wear spectacles 1 

No. with recurring troubles 4 

No. with asthma, migraine or 
hay fever 2 

Control 

15 
1 

4 

10 mins 

Control -----
lO 

2 

4 

6 

5 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~a~~f£E_§~~ting_~-Q~~~ (20.1) 

~~E~~~~~al 
Utility 6 

Interest 

Equally utility or interest 

4 

6 

Control 

10 

8 

2 
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It should be noted that the following table on comments 
applies only to the control group N = 19. 

Q£~ts ~-the Un!!~E~itl: Cont!:ol_QE£~P Only (21.1) 

NUmber 

Best mode of expression for exams; 

Writing 11 

Speaking 5 

Equal pref. 3 

Type of Exam preferred: 

Writtens 11 

Orals 4 

Equal pref. 4 

Comments in General: 

Want more space 1 

Want more tutoring 6 

want better facilities 2 

want exams spread thru. 
the year 1 

Want reduction in Stud. 1 
Assn. fee for p/timers 

No improvement needed 5 

No comment or don't know 3 

Finally table 22.1 - 22.2 deals with the number of close 
friends. 

~mb~_£f Clo~~Eriends: !!£th Gro~~ (22.1) 

ExEe!:~~ Control ---
None 2 5 

one 0 5 

T\'ro or three 1 3 

More than three 13 7 
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To make the data amenable to chi squared it was recast 
to form the following -

Number of Close Friends (22.2) 

Control 

Three or less than three 3 13 

More than three 13 7 

Calculated Chi Squared for this is 9.69: Signif. at .01 
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The number of' circulars returned from schools 
and the treatable data contained therein appears in the 
following table. 

Ex12erimental 

No. of circulars sent 

No. of circs. returned 

No. of successes predicted 

(Calculated Chi Squared 
signif. at .ol (8.57) 

outstanding pupils at school 

( Calcula.ted Chi Squared 
Not signif. 

Those solitary or retiring 

(Calculated Chi Squared 
Not signif. 

16 

14 

14 

11 

6 

Control 

18 

14 

6 

6 

1 
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Testing 

Both groups were given a battery of tests cover

ing both cognitive and personality aspects. The tests 

in the battery were :-

The Concept Mastery Test 

The Abstract Reasoning Test 

M.M.P.I. (Group form) 

Thirteen sub-tests were gained from the above 

battery. They were:-

Concept Mastery Test part 1 1 part 

Concept Mastery Test part 2 1 part 

Abstract Heasoning Test 1 part 

M.lJI.P.I. 10 parts 

13 parts 

For each of these tests the experimental group 

means were compared with the control group means using 

'Student's t test'. Three of these subtests proved to 

be significant and two 

Subtest 

Concept Mastery Pt. 1 

Concept Mastery Pt. 2 

Abstract Reasoning 

Psychopathic Deviate 

Sociability 

others 

Code 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

near significant 

Significa~ 

.o1 

.05 
Not 

.o5 
Not 

(SUbtests D & E are scales of the M.M.P.I.) 

In subtests A, B and C the experimental group 

scored higher than,the control group. The results of 
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subtest D indicate that the more successful student tends 

to have less of the psychopathic deviate in his psychol

ogical make-up than the 'average' student. Subtest E 

shows that the academically superior student is more 

sociable than his 'average' counterpart. 

The five subtests were later subjected to a 

Discriminatory Analysis. (Data and calculations appear 

in appendix). From these calculations the five values 

obtained by simultaneous equation were:-

(a) = 0.0459 

(b) = 0.0319 

(c) - 0.0647 -
(d) = 0.3210 

(e) = 0.0370 

Using this data the Hotelling 'l' squared was calculated at 

25.101. This value was then converted to Snedecor's F 

ratio which was 4.37. With dee;rees of freedom five and 

twenty seven respectively the discriminatory function dis

tinguishes between the two groups at the .01 level of 

confidence. Reference; Moroney (20) 



6 IJ\:TERPRBTATION OF THE FlESULTS 

It will be seen from the tables of results that 

although many correlates were tried only five background 

items were significont, excluding the school prediction 

and test results. 

The purpose of this interpretation is to clarify 

and qualify all the correlates that were tried, not exclud

ing the ones that were not significant. 

Backgr~nd Items 

A~ Tables 1.1 and 1.2 indicate that there is no 

appreciable difference tetween the ae;es of the experi

mental and control group students althoue;h the spread of 

ages for the control group tends to be greater. Nor, 

apparantly does the break-down into sex and age make any 

differm1ce, but it will be seen that in the control group 

the females tend to be slightly younger than average and 

the males slightly older than average. 
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Sex The relative proportions of males e.nd females in 

each group do not differ significantly as determined by a 

calculated chi squared. (table 2.1) 

Faculty and Sex ~fuen these two categories are combined 

no significant differen-,ce is obtained, it is interesting 

hovJever to note that the experimental arts when compared 

to control arts evidence a reversal of the number of males 

and females in each group respectively. It seemed as 

though faculty on its own v.rould produce a significant 

difference so the table was recast in terms of faculty 

only and the result, although not significant, is quite 

close to it. The trend indicates that the more success-

ful student tends to progress in science. (tables 3.1 and 

3. 2) 

~~~ly Background This data seems t·.o contradict what 

seems to be a reasonably common finding in the u.s. In 

the u.s. some experimenters find that the brighter student 

tends to be a first or only child whereas in this study 

that finding is contradicted. The average number of 

children in the family for the two groups was 3.19 and 

3.35 respectively. Position of the s. in relation to 

his or her siblings seems to make little or no difference 

either being, in this case, 1.87 and 1.65 for the two 

groups. 

For the experimental group (n=l6) there were seven eldest 

children and two only children. For the control group 

(n=20) there were nine eldest children and three only 

children which was not a significant difference. (table 4.1) 
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Father's Background ------------------- The items tested for this are item-

ised in the tabular results c.nd compression of the 5.1 

table into the 5.2 table, to make it amenable to the chi 

squared technique, did not produce any significant differ

ence. Abstraction of a portion of table 5.1 to make 

table 5.3 did not yield any significant differences either. 

Mother's Background -- ----- As in the case of father's background 

the items are itemised in tabular form in table 7.1 and 

this is compressed into table 7.2 for statistical pur

poses but in the overall result we are obliged m. conclude 

that generally speaking there is no difference between the 

mothers of the two groups. However if we take one 

particular item from the table, that of mothers domestic 

or intellectual interests we find that a significant 

difference does exist. It appears that the mothers of 

the superior students tend to have intellectual interests 

in significantly greater numbers than do the mothers of 

the 'average' student. (p=.05) 

Clubs and Activities Table 8.1 concerns the number of 

non paid extra curricular activities in which a student 

joins. This general idea of clubs, hobbies and sports 

might be subsumed under the rubric of 'pastimes'. Be

tween the two groups no difference exists with respect to 

the number who join no pastimes but it is to be noted that 

the successful student tends to join about twice as many 

clubs as his 'average' colleague. Also that, bearine; the 

previous point in mind, they join sporting clubs in about 

the same proportion. The interpretation of this is 

rendered rather more complicated by the fact that a 
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significant number of the control group students are part 

timers (see table (13.1). In view of how little time the 

part time student has it is, perhaps, remarkable that the 

part timer joins as many clubs as in fact he does. 

To get the S's 

to ansv.rer this it was indicated that it was sufficient to 

indicate whether they read appreciably more than their age 

mates, about the same, or appreciably less. lt'rom the 

table it may be seen that the spread of this three cate

gory table is about the same for both groups e;md that the 

student in general is distinguished by at least some 

degree of reading precocity. (table 9.1) 

IT~~ber Pr~~~!~~-;Q~ing r:.:!~~ry §~ho~!_Da;y:E The question 

asked for this was roughly of the form of how much informal 

practice in counting, numbers and arithmetic was obtained 

at any sta£e during the primary school days. This to in-

elude such things as private coaching, flo5r for dealing 

with numbers, use of counting devices and the general 
experience of quantification, excluding the formal school-

ing. The five categories enumerated in table 10 .. 1 vms 

not amenable to statistical procedures so it was compressed 

into table 10.2 and with the dichotomy "at least some 

experience/little or no experience" it vms found that the 

having had at least some experience was of significant 

interest. 

Both groups attended kindergarten in 

a.bout the same proportions but with only one exception all 

of the control group students started at the age of five 
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whereas in the experimental group a quarter started earlier 

than five, half at five Emd the remaining quarter later 

than five.. perhaps the heterogeneity of the school 

starting age of the brighter students is an indicator of 

parental flexibility which may, in itself, be significant. 

With reference to the subjects liked at school it is inter

esting to note that about five eighths of the control 

group liked 'English' at school which fits in quite neatly 

with table 3.1 indicating a tendency for the control group 

student to prefer arts to science. The experimental 

group, on the other hand, seemed to spread their likes 

over a much wider range (table 11.1) 

From inspection it may be seen that at primary school the 

two groups tended to be about the sarne position but at the 

secondary school a difference was becoming evident. The 

brighter group had ten in the top five (n=l6) i.e. five 

eighths in the top ten whereas the control group had but 
eight in the top ten (n=20) i.e. two fifths. 

Table 11.3 shows that the experimental group attended 

about half as many schools again as the control group 

students. rt is possible that this greater number of 

primary schools attended is related to the spread in the 

starting Etge (see table 11.1) although the connection is 

difficult to see at this juncture without more adequate 

background knowledge. 

There was scarcely any deviation in the number of second

ary schools attended and that is why the m.odctl number is 

quoted rather than the mean. 

Inspection shows that the most common form of uni ver·si ty 

entrance vvas by accrecli ting but a e;reat81 proportion of 

brighter students entered by examinatj_on U.E. which is 
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oddly at variance with purkyn's findings thut the bo·tter 

student tends to be accrc:di ted. perhaps Uds can be 

accounted for by the conservatism of the schools who 

hesitate to accredit in doubtful cases, for it will be 

noticed that the experimental group got u.:u;. six nJOrlUH; 

younger (on the o.vcrac;e) than the control group. 

:For botl1 e,:coups the rnEt~iori ty cpent one yEJar in the upper 

sixth forrn but h1 the experimental e,roup only one in six.

tcen had no time at ell in the upper :o:!ixth form \Jhercas 

in the control c;roup seven out of nineteen had no time in 

tl1.e upper· sixth form. 

The calculated chi squared for this tabJ.c of att6ndance 

u.t upJ.lCl' sj_xth yields a value which is not s:Lgnu ic<?.,:tl.l.. 

vocational Advice In this the treatme:.J..t of the vocational 

advice e;iven does not speah: very hic;hly of the student 1 s 

opinion of the ucJvice thc-1t they had been given. For the 

purposes of this table the definition of vocational ud\i ice 

is that advice c,i1ren in an inclividu<:tl intervie\v by eil~lH::r 

an eCiucation dept. V.G. officer or by the school careers 

master. The two middle categories ure really not 

applicable since they are, in a sense, too indefinite to 

be to.l;:en under the definite ti tlc o:f advice. It itJill be 

noted however that the two c:roups togetb.er took t11e advice 

in three cases and rejected it in six cases. The two 

croups doing it in approximately the so.me proportions. 

It v10uld be of greater help in interpreting this table if 

we knew the vmy the pulJlj"c at Jarge treat vocational advice 

and the proportion that accept and reject it. It does, 

perrw.ps, in th_is case, indicccte a tond8ncy for the stu_dent 

to rely on extra-official sources, or perhnps on himself 



for his ideas on what he would like t© do; it is still 

ClH'ious hovvever that they c;houlcl seck such ad11 ice since 
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it is in no way compulsory. It way, oi:' course, be merely 

a starti:t!.e_. point for a more con•.plete enquiry and if this 

is the case tlwn it miu;ll t be said to fulfill a legi tima.te 

function. (table 12.1) 

It mc\Y be obser~ved from table 13.1 

that a significant number of the exper·in1ental group students 

are full ·U.me, 1.vhere about half of the control group 

students are part timers. l'erhaps one of tl-xe most diffi

cult criteria of all is the definition of what a part 

timer is; for the purposes of this investigation an arb

itrary point was chosen and tile part timer defined as a 

person vJho has a paid position involving more tban ten 

hours work per vreek. The students labelled so in this study 

\·Jere labelled on what tbey -vve:·re /J.t the tiwe of beinr, inter

viewed and it is known that several contemplated changing 

within the near future but it was thoue,ht better to take 

an unprejudiced cross sectional slice. Also there were 

some part timers who had jobs of slightly over ten hours 

per v1eek but which interfered very little with their study; 

again it was thought better to remain within the limits 

which have been"-pre-established rather than attempt to 

assess what they thought was 'interference'. In addition 

to this it is believed that many of the errors which might 

occur would cancel since the groups seem large enough to 

warrant such a conclusion. 

J3ursaries Perhaps the most notable feature of table 14.1 

is that of the students with no bursary. All of tl1:e ex-



perimental group had bursaries whereas only seventeen of 

the twenty control group students had bursaries. Two of 

the twenty control group students reported that they ex

perienced economic pressure and neither had a bursary. 

No experimental group student reported economic pressure. 

Certainly those who experience financial difficulties are 

fewer in number than was expected but the tvm who did were 

in genuine need of assistance. In addition both of the 

poor (financially) students got little or no encouragement 

from home. To be poor is a difficult thing to define so 

it was thought better to take the student's own asses:::.;

ment of whether they were poor or not since their own 

perception of their financial state is more likely to 

affect their behaviour than the amount that they have in 

the bank. 

Li£rary Ticket This table (15.1) yields a significant 

result. Some of the S's were able to remember quite 

accurately the age at which they obtained their first 

library ticket, others could only approximate. In the 

latter case the average was taken, e.g. 'between eight and 

ten' was taken to be 'nine'. "Student's" twas cal

culated for the difference between means for the two 

groups and the result found to be significant at the .01. 

Obviously the ticket itself is not the point but rather 

that the precocity in getting a ticket is an indicator of 

some other factor; perhaps intellectual precocity, per

haps this allied tm an overweening curiosity. Whatever 

its cause the item is sufficiently significant to warrant 

further investigation •. 
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Studying Table 16.1 is in three parts; firstly the aver-

age number of units attempted. The experimental group all 

attempted a full years work e.g. four papers for a 

master's degree or three B.Sc.(hons) full units, where 

the control group attempted an average of 2.4 units. As 

one would expect this is lower than that of the experi

mental group since it includes a significant proportion 

part timers (see table 13.1). Secondly it will be seen 

that average number of hours study per week, althouch 

having a large deviation, is about proportional to the 

amount of work attempted. This suggests that the absolute 

number of hours work spent in studying is not a crucial 

factor in academic success (provided that one has done the 

irreducible minimum). 

Career Intentions In this the experimental are far more 
'1 

undecided on a specific occupation than are the control 

group but the preference of the experimental group is for 

the sort of university/research kind of job. The dominant 

majority of the control group, however, intend to be 

school teachers. (Thirteen out of twenty). presumably 

the 'average' graduate has a better chance of a job at 

school teaching than at anything else. It seems reason

ably certain that post primary teaching is the biggest 

single recruiter of university graduates in New zealand. 

It is also "normative" for the majority of graduates to 

enter teaching in New zealand. 

It may seem from 

table 18.1 that about the same arnount of time is ~ent in 

travelling to and frorr1 the university, or alternatively 

that both groups live about equal distances from the 
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university (on the avere:,,ge). Slightly more of the control 

group have a car to travel to lectures but this is not a 

significant increase. 

Health Considering the relative number of S's in each 

group the figures obtained do not differ from what one 

would expect with the exception of the second one. In 

the experimental group four of the sixteen (one quarter) 

have had serious accidents (e.g. falling off a horse and 

breaking a major bone) whereas only two of the twenty in 

the control group have had serious accidents. This might. 

be taken as an indicator that the experimental group as a 

whole are more likely to try something with a pos~Jible 

view to success even though it entails something unpleas

ant. onelmight of course argue as cogently that the 

experimental group are clumsier, but this finding is not 

consistent with the present writers opinion of them. 

(table 19.1) 

Rea~~ for_St~rt!~~ a DegE~~ The only curious point 

about this table is that six of the sixteen experimental 

group students started a degree equally for interest cmd 

utility whereas only two of the twenty control group 

students did so. rt might indicate a greater degree of 

honesty on the part of the experimental group but half of 

the control group stated 'utility' as being the reason for 

their starting a degree. This is presumed to be the 

least 'desirable' answer. The difference is difficult to 

account for but is not significant statistically. 
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Comments on the University ----------------
BY some freak of co-incidence the answers to this 

by the experimental group were too few in number to be 

usable. At least it is presumed to be coincidence. 

This lack was not noticed until all the interviewing had 

been completed; to offset any practice effect the groups 

were interviewed in mixed order, i.e. persons were inter

viewed in random order regardless of the group to which 

they belonged. Scrutiny of the data sheets showed that in 

about a third of the cases the fault rested largely with 

the present writer for either failing to ask the question 

or failure to record it adequately. It is also true that 

this third were, in the main, among the first interviewed 

and so some practice effect may have crept in inadvertently. 

The remainder, however, were questioned on the matter but 

the replie~ were either a non-committal shrug or too dis

cursive to be classifiable. Although it is impossible to 

isolate the reason with any degree of certainty it is felt 

that it is a fortuitous incident and not of any diagnostic 

significance. 

It will be noted in the first two parts of this 

table that slightly more than half prefer the present 

arrangement of written exaJ11S and this result is consistent 

with their preference for writing Ol" speal'..:.ing as modes of 

expression. 

The comments in general were rnuch as expected and 

showed a reasonably wide range. In numerical terms the 

thing most wanted is more tutoring. Upon beine::; questioned 

further on this, it was made clear that the students did 

not 1vant more 'mothering' of the hj.e_:h school sort but ra.ther 

a move townrd the 'Oxbridc;e' system of smaller cmd more 

frequent tutorials was thought desiro.ble. As well as the 



extra knowledge gained from this it would also be a help 

in terms of reduction of the examination stress. The 

tutor 'Jou1d have a reasonable idea o:f the student 1 s 

ability nnd the sJllou.nt of work done over a c;i ven period 

and this could be utilised to reduce the em:pho.sis pl11ced 

upon the end of yoGr examination. The only surprising 

i tern vras the rels.ti ve1y h:Lc:h nu.utber who thou.e;ht that no 

improvement was needed. This micht give the impression 
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that they thouc;ht things quite adequate but many commented 

tl1.Dt they had no stands.rd of compa.:cison since they hud been 

to no other uq_ivon:d.ty. 

Number of Close Friends This table (22.1) was recast 

(into table 22. 2) to make it <:.JJnenable to the Chi Sc1us.red 

t8chnique. The result was a significant one and indic-

ates tlLs.t the successful student tends teo have more than 

thrc8 close friends whereas the 'a>ren::.c,e' student tends to 

have three or less. It is to be noted that it. doGs not 

purport to say anything about the range of their lltore 

casual acquaintances. perhaps this table wic,h·(, be 

interpreted to mean that tl1e 8XpcrirnentoJ. student is more 

independent with reference to attac}nuent ~ a single 

person. If this is c::m indicator· of self sufficiency 

in t.lle more able student it would be consonant with the 

present writer's expectation, based upon an impre~sion 

gained from the respective groups while interviewing them. 

Certainly smne of the control group students vJcre very self 

sufficient but that group also included some who were 

rather the reverse. In this connection the experimental 
e:;roup appeared to be much more homogeneous tho.n the control 
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group. This may be explained by the knowledge that self 

suf'fici.ency roughly corresponded to age and the experi

mental group ages showed a much smaller range. 
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Circulars to Schools 

Circulars weie se:n.t to the post-primary schools 

of all of the successful students and to eighteen of the 

twenty 'average' studeuts. In the latter C<:tse two were 

omit ted, one becau:._:,e he went to school abroad FJnd the 

oth-er because he had left school so far back that all the 

staff ha.d been chrmged. 

}for each group fourteen circulars were returned 

which seems to be sufficient to warrant drawing s01ne 

conclusions. In the case of the experimental group four-

teen out of fourteen were thougt:Lt to be likely t,o succeed 

at university whereas in the control group six out of 

fourteen v.Jere thought to be likely successes at university. 

This differe-nce in ~;chool prediction is signific;:mt at the 

.ol level. 

Eleven of the fourteen experimental group 

students were reported as being outstanding students at 

their post-prima_ry school v-rhe:re in the control group only 

six were reported as being outstanding. 

is not sicnjficant. 

This difference 

Those students of a solitary or· retiring nature 

numbered six in the case of the experimental group and 

only one in the case of the control group. It is to be 

noted that this ill accords with the finding of the M.l .. ·i. P. I. 

The level of significance of this sub test is fc-drly low 

(.05) and if the present writer were to choose it would 

be in favour of the school observation, as thought to be 

les[O~ likely in error because it is based upor1 more consis

tent observation over a period of time and. the observations 

were actm:J.l whereas in the case of tbe rJJ.t··~ .• P. I. falsification 

is relatively easier. This presumes of course that they 

have not changed their character between school and 
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university; although this is not impossible it is thought 

improbable since we are dealing vvi th actuarial conditions. 
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Testing 

The significant subtests seem to require some 

cornr.nen t. }i'irstly the Concept IJlastery; this was devised 

by Terman for his longitudinal study of gifted children, 

and worked well. It does work vrell perhaps because the 

test covers such a wide range of things. For instance it 

includes questions from almost every field, there are 

problems that require· some intellectual precocity to solve, 

the familiarity with words and their meanings and nuances 

is thought also to characterise precocity, and finally the 

recognition of major points and the ability to remember 

and relate them is of importance. It is believed that 

for these reasons it is a good discriminator. 

Apart from th:e two halves of the Concept Hastery 

Test the only other subtest that was statistically signi

ficant was the psychopathic deviate scale of the Nl.I·IJ.P.I. 

The superior student tends to have less of the psychopathic 

deviate in his makeup than the 'average' student. This 

findint:, is consistent with Terraan's finding that the more 

intellectually able tend also to have better physical and 

psychological health than the average. This seems a not 

unreasonable conclusion to make; that those who are most 

closely in touch with their environment are most likely to 

make a success of it. (It might s.lso be pointed out that 

one can be too closely in touch with it, e.g. where one 

responds to every petty :.:;timuluG and mainte:\ins too little 

psycholoc;ical continuity. This does not seem to be true 

of the superior students). 

Abstract Reasoninc;, as tested by the D.A.T. sub

test 8.1 though not significant was close to it. perhaps 

necessary but not sufficient? 

The sociability scale of the M.r''.I).I. e1gain, 
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though not significant was close to it. In tl.ds case the 

academically superior student was more sociable ths.:n his 

'average' counterpart. one other result of this study 

that is inconsistent with this finding is that the school 

circulars reported six of the fourteen experimental students 

were shy or retiring whereas only one of the control were 

reported as shy or retiring. It is to be noted that 

neither of these results are statistically significant 

(at the .05 level or better). In the rrratter of sociabil

ity only one result is significant and that is on the 

number of close friends. The successful student has 

more than three close friends whereas th0 'average' student 

has three or less. It seems that there is a sli~bt lacuna 

between close friends and general socj.abili ty and it is 

doubtful if ony value would result from such a forced 

connection. 

point. 

Ferhaps subsequent studies will clarify this 



7 DISCUSSION 

In all, thirty ei0It factors were tested for 

significance t·o determine whether, on the basis of any of 

these factors, academically superior students could be 

distinguished from students of average ability. Of 

these thirty eight factors, nine proved to be significant. 

Five of them were background items, one was e,leaned from 

the school circular and the other three were Gubtcf;ts of 

the standardised battery. 

Background 

Of all the sie;nificant factors, that the superior 

student tends to be full time seems the most obvious. The 

full time student has less competition of interests, is 

able to work during the day v1hen he is :fresher instead of 

being obliged to sts.rt after a day 1 s work. He reci~~yes 

both stimulation and practice from a wider cont.::wt VJi th 

his fellow s~1dents, and his sb1dy is often geared to his 

obtaining employment when he has finished his degree. 



In all fairness to u~e opposite point of view, it should 

be pointed out that one would expect there to be less 

financial pressure on the part timer. This argument 
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may be refuted by citing the evidence in this study that 

financial difficulties are not sn item of significant 

differentiation between the two groups. It should also 

be remembered that in New zealand to be a part time 

student is by no mesns to be abnormal, ond Unat part time 

students form a significant part of the student popula

tion. 

The importance of the J'esui tical 1 seven years 1 

has received recent confirmation from Hebb. He stresses 

the importance of early learning; or more generally that 

there are specific ages for perfecting certain things. 

The person who has, perhaps, the greatest influence dur-

ing a child's formative years is his (or her) mother. It 

is, therefore, with little surprise that a significant 

item is that the mothers of the superior students tend, in 

significant numbers, to have intellectual (as opposed to 

domestic) pursuits and inter e::;ts. 

Consonant with this findine; on the earlier intell

ectual influences we also note that the academically 

superior students obtained their first library ticket at a 

significantly younger age than their twerage counterparts. 
rt seems rather improbable that we could make any appreci-

able difference to academic ability by getting all children 

to join the library three years sooner. Such a thing is 

not in1possible but is thou{::!;ht to be rs~ther improbable. A 

more likely explanation is '\mat this factor is an indicator 

of a more fundamental one allied, perhaps, to intellectual 

precocity, extra curiosity, or academic drive. 
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As a continuation of tlu;se sicsnificant cognitive 

factors vve aeain note that extra practice or tuition in 

counting and numbers was found, in thic study, to he a 

significant differentiutor of the two groups. Such 

practice would le~d to better all round development and 

prevent the relatively comwon numorico.l myopict which g:i_ves 

so mo.ny students so much trollble. It could al~;o be to.ken 

as c:m indic ntor of better all round devEJlop!•·tcnt. Til ts.ble 

3.1 vre note that one tends to hs.ve c.t better chance of being 

a successful student if one is a male doing a science 

degree. The connection bet\veen science t.md mo..ths ts too 

thnn thr~ f2.ct of being a male science student. The point 

is mentioned for the benefit of future investigators. 

These latter three items seew to connect with 

srnnething sueeestivc of precocious intellectual develop-

r~1ent; the first item, that of bcinc Lt fuJl time student, 

appc<:n·~ to help bring to frui tio:n these t{UaLitio;::,, vJhc.t

cver they mo.y be. 

The fifth significant bacLc,round :i. tcm o.ppears 

to be a non-cognitive one. This ite111 is that the SLl:t_Jerior 

student tends to hc:we more tllCUI threo close friends (or 

muy \;iG lntcrpret thi:,:; to mean no ~lo::;e friends). J'his 

i tcm is very diffict~lt to c..tccuunt for but l)crhaps 1 t E1it:,ht 

menn tho.t tlw successful student acquires more friends by 

virtue of his better soc].al nd justmcnt.. It is also noted 

tha.t thc:ce is n tendency (8lthon{.h not s. sic,nilicc.;.nt o)_-Jo) 

for the successful student to score hicher on the sociubil-

i ty scc:.le of the 'i'' 1 -1~- I - ..• - . . . This 1.s interpreted to 1nec.~ll 

that the successful student i(:) mon; ::wciable th;:m his 

r:werage counterpart. 
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Gchool c;ir cuh1.rz ----------------
Of the data obtained from the school circulars 

only one of the j_ tcms 1J.Jh"-' significant; th11t of prcdicUon 

of success u.t uni·1rcn::d ty. It may be pointed out tlu:.:.t 

almost the entire stnff of the post primary te:::wher' s !H~"-lY 

are themselves university graduates and should, in conse-

our.::nce, have n reasonable idea of whether a.ny particulDT 

pupil has a chance of success. Ue HlOS, it SCCH\S, have 

more confidence :in tcachcr 1 0 asbessmcnt thun is cener<J.lly 

ullowcd. J\t school the teaclw:cs 1nay base trH:cir asse::o::.:-· 

rncnt Duel opin}.on upon a fc:drly e:;::tensi v G knowlcdcc of tho 

pupil in botll intellectual ond non-in~ellcctuul factors. 

/\.ltlJtouc;h this item of s:it,nificc:.ncc ~JEtS 110t 1n·cclictc::d it 

appears readily cor~1prc::hensi ble. 

Tests 

A battery of tests was selected to cover two 

etspects of the subjects; cocniti ve cmd personccli t.y. 'The 

coe,ni ti ve; tGsts v;ere the Concept r;rct::c;tcry Test ancl the 

Abstract Hea::oonine test of the n.A.T. battery. Terman 

devised t.h(' first mentioned on the presumption that mental 

forwardnesf; is characterised by hic;b. conceptuD"l ubili ty cd1d 

Terman used the test with some success. The results of 

this study demonstrate its efficacy. Very closely allied 

to this conceptual ising factor seems to be t,he ability ·i.~o 

rec:u2on abstrs.ctly. Although the latter seews not a:::; i1u-

portant as the former it irs :::>o near sic;nificant as to be

come so when included in the discriminate function. 

Together these tests comprise the cognitive part of the 

battery. 

The non-intclJcctive aspects were tested by use 

of the v.F.P.I. Only on two of the sca.les \Jere the grou.ps 

sufficiently differ-entiated to vJarrant otu drmJing Dny con-

clnsions here. 
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less of the psychopathic deviate in his character thnn his 

average counterpart. It is diffjcult to determine 

whether this precedes or follows academic superiority but 

it is an interesting correlate and seems to fit in well 

with the supc::rio1· ::;tudent 1 s greater sociability in tl1at 

better adjustment would be expected to lead to a grec-cter 
number of friendships. Greater sociability (as 

measured by the r,IJ.H.I). I.) also fits in with the i tern that 

the academically able have more than three close friends. 

perhaps, also, the superior student is sufficiently in

dependent psychologically as not to feel the need of one 

particular fr;i.endship, but rather is able to form friends 

more re<=:ldily with o. greater number of people. 

!~~-~~ag~_St~~ent 
The average student probably comes from a family 

of three children in which he is either the first or second 

child. The father of the family may be of almost any 

occupation or profession, and in all probability the 

mother will have the house e:md family as her interests 

which are very likely to be only domestic. Education of 

the parents may have been to any stage rsngine; from a 

degree to never having been to high school but there is a 

moderate probability that they had either school certifi

cate, university entrance or went to teachers training 

college. 

In the matter of university work the average 

student is almost as likely to be a part timer as a full 

timer and the chances are three in four that he has an 

outside past-time as well, perhaps even two. If ever the 

student had vocational guidance advice he is as likely, if 

not more, to have rejected it as anything else. 

The bursary held by the student may be one of ct 
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wide variety but rather more probable is that it is either 

a higher school certificate bursary or an ordinary national 

bursary. 

In the matter of health the average student may 

be said to be fairly well off. Very likely he has had no 

serious illnesses but may have a little recurring trouble 

such as a tendency to sprain a wrist or susceptible to 

ordinary colds. There is a strong probability that he 

will travel by bicycle. 

His degree may have been started from either 

interest or ub.li ty but slightly fllore probably from u.tili ty 

because it is more than likely that he intends to be a 

post primary school teacher. The odds are about two to 

one tha.t he preferrs writing to speaking as a mode of ex

pression and if he has a compls"int against the university 

it is most likely to be that more tuition would be 

desirable. 

Th~Sug~ri~E_§~~~~nt 

It may be fairly presumed that in respect of the 

non significant variables tried here the two groups are 

homogeneous with reference to background. For the points 

in which they differ we ms.y need to draw a slightly 

different picture. 

The family background seems to be about the same 

as the general student population but differs in that the 

superior student's mother probably had an interest in 

intellectual pursuits of some sort and may well have been 

of urban background. 

Early development vws probably characterised by 

the first library ticket being obtained at the aQe of eight 

years whereas the student-in-general got his at the a(_',e of' 
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eleven. This early interest in the realm of the non-

material was evidenced by his having extra practice or 

tuition in numbers or counting. All students, it seems, 

do more outside reading during their primary school days 

than do their peers. 

Curiously the superior student is as likely to 

have started school before or after the age of five as he 

is likely to have started at the age of five. (Where, 

with one exception of a foreign born person, all the 

average students started at the age of five). 

In all probability the academically superior 

student was accredited university entrance and spent at 

least onG year in the upper sixth form. The average age 

for getting university entrance was six months lower for 

the superior student, being sixteen instead of sixteen and 

a holf. 

If the student had vocational guidance advice he 

is as likely to have ignored it as anything else. 

Again the degree was as likely to have been 

started for interest or utility but the career intention is 

much more likely to be university or research wo:rk than 

anything else. rt is almost certain that the superior 

student will be a full time student and carry the full 

academic load. In addition to. this he will join twice 

a.s many clubs as the average student. (Perhaps we might 

characterise this as an index of intellectual activity). 

His health, on the whole, seems good and very likely he 

travels everywhere by bicycle. With respect to age the 
superior student tends to be more homogeneous. 

It appears that the superior student is more 

gregarious than the general student population and is 

significantly less of a psychopathic deviate. He is also 
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characterised by superior conceptual ability. 

In the opinion o:Jf his post primary school he is 

more than likely to succeed in gaining a degree. 

~-E~~Ge~E£1 c~~~iderations. 

To the present writer it seems that the use of 

the term genius adds nothing to our understanding. It 

recurs in the literature but seems to carry a different 

meaning to each author. To one it means fame, to another 

talent, to a third it is defined in terms of test scores. 

It might be more desirable to keep our terms as operational 

as possible. 

}for the benefit of future investir.::;ators it is 

pointed out tha.t in the matter of background iterns, with 

tvro exceptions, the significances are all high, being • Ol 

or better. It suggests a constellation of significant 

items in the badt~ground of academically superior students, 

some of which items are shown here. Fu.ture researchers 

may care to complete the constellation. 

One point, it is felt, should be made explicit; 

the present criterion of a successful student is someone 

vJho successfu.lly competes in the present system. 

With reference to otl1er important studies in the 

present fjeld of intere~;t th8 only point of dt;finite con-

tradiction is tbat on posj_ tion jn the f;::wdly. In the 

revievv- of lj_ terature it. may be not iced the:1 t at 1 eu.st four 

studj es ho..ve evidence on this, -UHn·e being two for each 

pojnt of viev,". (Th<:lt j_t is either sic;nific<:J.nt, or uot 
sie;nificant). Some stud:i cs finc1 thc:.t the o.caclemically 

D.ble tend to be fin:~t or only chj ldren wl-:dle otl1c n:; :;:l1ov,r 

thnt ·it 1s not El sie;nU'icont item. It seems not mn·GuGon-

ol1lc to sup.LJoce that U18rc is a cood cJcc.1 of cuJ:tu:cal 
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inf'lnonce :Ln t1lO mntter and nonce: of tlw rcfc:r'cnc8:s c..trc to 

present finding in this study is not incompatible with the 

New zeala.nd culture. Ii'urther evidGncc is requ.irecl to 

extend thG point on a more general bc:u:>i s. 



8 GUYYAI~Y A'l'~"D CONCTJJSIONG 

The preseut study vvu.s an cctt.8r11pt to dit:l;,ingqi:c;h 

the acaderttically nble student frorn tbc avc.ru.ge student. 

Two groups were c11or;:;cn to represent the above catecmrie:J 

and they \ve:ce subjoctec1 to :.::1. tc~::tin~s proc;rc.un and intcr··view-

htc; sessions. In a11., twenty t\vo bo..ck.ground i tGli'S v1e:ce 

SOU[ht 1 their hit;h sc.hools V/Gr8 CircularisGcl :fOl' infonu

a.tion and they vren.-; subjected to three p::,:;_ycholoc,icc;,l 

tests, 'vJh:i.ch tests yielded thirteen subtef.>ts. 

Of all thi~::5 inforLtation seven j_tm!tS }!roved to be 

sic:rdfi cant. Bi ve of them were bGckt,:r·ouncl i toms, one v~raG 

school prediction of university Guccess e.1lc'l Uw :sevcuth 

was the significa.nt <JnC! ncc::.r- sie,n:i.ficunt test results 

used in n discriminatory &nulysis. 

The conclusions are 8Gt out overleaf. 
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1. A signific.:c::mt number of experimental grou1J n10tlleru vJere 

interested in intellectual pursuits. 

') 
'-• :Cxpcrimentc:tl group students had their first libnu·y 

ticket at a sie,nifj_cantly younge:c ace th<:m the avGras,e 

student. 

3. J<;xtra pnl..ctice or tuition in numbers o.nd ariUnwtic 

du:ring primary school days is significant in the 

background of the experimental student. 

1. To have more than three close friends is si3nificantly 

typical of the experimental u.,roup r.:;tuclent. 

5. A significant nuwber of the exper:i.wental sroup I!IIGre 

full tiwe students. 

6. School prediction of success was significantly 

greater for the experimental group. 

7. Used toc;ether as a discriminatory function tl1e follow

ing sub-test scores were significant 

Concept Eastery Test Part l • • • • J~xper. group scored more 

• • Concept Mastery Test Part 2 

Abstract Reasoning Test • • • • 

•• Exper.group scored more 

• .Exper.group scored more 

Psychopathic Deviate Scale • • • .Exper.c;roups less 

Sociability Scale ••••• • • • • Ex per. L,rou.ps more 
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APPENDIX 



Appendix A Haw Test Data 

Sub test A ••••• Concept Mastery Test Part 1 

Sub test B ••••• Concept Mastery Test Part 2 

Sub test c ••••• Abstract Reasoning Test 

Subtest D ••••• Psychopathic Deviate Scale (IJ1.M.P.I.) 

Subtest E ••••• sociability Scale (H TJI p I ) --·· "-'-• . . 
EXJ2~rimental Control -----
A B c D E A B c D E 

97 57 53 lO 28 36 15 39 12 53 

90 52 53 9 34 103 66 50 5 24 

85 47 35 10 35 67 31 44 24 30 

67 45 56 4 20 23 25 48 lO 18 

95 50 52 13 25 29 26 53 11 23 

90 48 51 8 44 99 45 45 10 31 

73 39 48 8 47 22 22 49 15 27 

72 33 50 12 45 35 28 36 14 34 

57 44 53 ll 28 32 29 44 17 39 

106 53 50 12 25 25 19 44 14 14 

93 52 45 7 44 51 35 43 11 6 

68 44 47 8 43 49 50 54 12 43 

63 43 43 14 38 16 11 41 15 34 

39 33 53 18 49 44 33 46 13 16 

52 43 51 13 26 

61 51 1 11 20 

102 48 48 12 48 

33 43 43 14 21 

83 58 50 15 38 

N.B. A constant of 9 has been added to subtest c in 
order to keep all the values positive. 



Appendix B Discriminate }!'unction Calculations 

Means Al 78.21 B1 45.71 Cl 49.21 Dl 10.28 Bl 36.07 
A2 50.63 B2 35.68 C2 43.63 D2 13.05 E2 28.68 

D 27.68 D 10.03 D 5.58 D 2.77 D 7.39 
(top line is the data for the experirilental group) 

Su~~-.£!:_§3uar~~ Cross Products ------
~E~E· Control ~per. ---
A 90109 A 62924 Jill 51462 
B 29924 B 28240 AC 53750 
c 34289 c 38481 A.D 10979 
D 1636 D 3486 AE 38664 
E 19399 E 18263 BC 31500 

BD 6462 
BB 22577 
CD 7079 
CE 24647 
D:G 5283 

With in Set Corrected Sums of E.lquares -----------------=--_._.._.. _____ _, _____ _ 
Sigma (Sum of) A squD.rcd •• 18682 

II B " •• 
" c " .. 
" D " • • 
" r II 

• 0 .. 
Within Set Sums of I'roducts ----- ---------
AD •• 7~82 
AC.. 29 
AD •• -792 
AE •• 470 
BC •• - 58 
nn •• -502 
BE •• -450 
CD •• - 1 
CE •• 122 
DlG.. 232 

4713 
2691 

404 
3813 

Control ----
AI3 40405 
AC 42141 
AD 12047 
AE 28898 
BC 29521 
BD 8468 
BE 19506 
CD l082G 
CE 24107 
DJ~ 7257 
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